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ABSTRACT
State-of-the-art methods for product recommendation
encounter significant performance drop in categories where
a user has no purchase history. This problem needs to be
addressed since current online retailers are moving beyond
single category and attempting to be diversified.
In this paper, we investigate the challenge problem

of product recommendation in unexplored categories and
discover that the price, a factor transferrable across
categories, can improve the recommendation performance
significantly. Through our investigation, we address four
research questions progressively: 1) what is the impact of
unexplored category on recommendation performance? 2)
How to represent the price factor from the recommendation
point of view? 3) What does price factor across categories
mean to recommendation? 4) How to utilize price
factor across categories for recommendation in unexplored
categories? Based on a series of experiments and analysis
conducted on a dataset collected from a leading E-commerce
website, we discover valuable findings for the above four
questions: first, unexplored categories cause performance
drop by 40% relatively for current recommendation systems;
second, the price factor can be represented as either a
quantity for a product or a distribution for a user to improve
performance; third, consumer behavior with respect to price
factor across categories is complicated and needs to be
carefully modeled; finally and most importantly, we propose
a new method which encodes the two perspectives of the
price factor. The proposed method significantly improves
the recommendation performance in unexplored categories
over the state-of-the-art baseline systems and shortens the
performance gap by 43% relatively.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Nowadays a mature E-commerce website has abundant

categories of products that offer rich choices to users.
However, users are normally used to browsing and
purchasing in only a small portion of categories. Current
recommendation systems tend to recommend products
in categories with user purchase history rather than in
categories without. This makes products in such categories
without user purchase history less exposed to the user. Some
users may even be unaware of these categories.

Behind this phenomena, there exists a common request,
that is “product recommendation in unexplored
categories”. For a user, an“unexplored category” is defined
as the category where he/she has never purchased any
product before. In our dataset which consists of 92, 519 users
and 146, 524 products from the leading E-commerce website
in China, we observe that the majority users made purchase
in less than 4 categories while the number of categories
on this site is 761. Recommending products in unexplored
categories not only can meet users’ potential need, but also
can help retailers to increase their sales on the long tail
and expand their business scope. Therefore, addressing
the problem of recommendation in unexplored categories
benefits both customers and retailers simultaneously.

To the best of our knowledge, recommendation in
“unexplored category” setting has not been well studied
in previous work although it is very valuable to
E-commerce. We observed that the performance of existing
recommendation systems in unexplored categories drops
significantly compared to that in explored categories. Based
on our analysis, the performance drop is mainly caused by
the fact that user preference on products is hard to transfer
across different categories. After suverying several factors,
we find out that price is a factor that is transferrable across
categories. We choose price for several other reasons as well:
it is one of the most important factors that users consider
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in making purchase decisions and it is available on almost
all E-commerce websites.
Our investigation of recommendation in unexplored

categoies in this paper addresses the following four research
questions step-by-step:
R1-What is the impact of unexplored categories
on recommendation performance? We find out that
unexplored categories cause performance drop in current
recommendation systems. Furthermore, the performance
drop is universal for shopping orientations of both browsing
and buying as defined by Mark Brown et al. [2].
R2-How to represent the price factor from the
recommendation point of view? In order to achieve the
best performance boost, we can consider the price factor
from two perspectives: price as an attribute of products and
price as user-preference. These two perspectives lead to two
different representations of the price factor: a normalized
percentage quantity and a distribution under one category.
R3-What does price factor across categories mean
to recommendation? Does it mean that if one user
prefers low-price products in the explored categories, he may
also prefer low price products in an unexplored category?
The answer is no. We discover that price-preference is
extremely subtle with respect to both users and categories.
Therefore the price factor across categories needs to be
modeled carefully for recommendation.
R4-How to utilize price factor across categories
for recommendation in unexplored categories? Our
model embeds both perspectives of the price factor in a
unified solution. We incorporate them to the standard
matrix factorization formalizations to find out better user
and product factors.
We evaluate our method in two shopping orientations:

browsing and buying [2]. In the browsing orientation, users
prefer to gather more information. Unexplored categories
are recommended when a user logs in the E-commerce
website. Once the user browses a recommended unexplored
category, products in this category will be recommended.
In the buying orientation, users prefer to make the decision
quickly. Therefore products in unexplored categories are
recommended directly for users to make a quick choice.
In both shopping orientations, we compare our method

systematically to two state-of-the-art baselines : the
implicit matrix factorization algorithm (WRMF) [7] and
the regularization algorithm (REG) [9]. The experimental
results show that our proposed method does improve
the recommendation performance in unexplored categories
significantly by embedding either one or both of the
perspectives of the price factor. It reduces the performance
drop in unexplored categories by 43% relatively.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2

presents the related work. The first three research questions
are answered through analyzing unexplored categories and
the price factor from a recommendation point of view in
Section 3. To answer the fourth research question, we first
embed the two perspectives of price factor in a unified form
in Section 4. In Section 5, we present a formal definition
of the R4 question in two different shopping orientations
and describe a unified solution by embedding either one or
both of the perspectives of the price factor. Experimental
results are presented in Section 6. Discussions of connection
among the four research questions are described in Section 7.
Conclusions are made in Section 8.

2. RELATED WORK
Our work is related to the research topic of novelty in

recommendation. Most existing work on novelty is trying to
give different definitions of novelty according to the nature
of the task [5][20][8][10], and pursues the balance between
novelty and accuracy, i.e., improving the novelty while
keeping the accuracy as much as possible. Compared to the
existing work, our recommendation in unexplored categories
naturally increases the novelty of recommendation. Novelty
is a natural property derived from the problem setting rather
than an objective to pursue. The challenge in our problem
is to reduce the performance drop in unexplored categories.
Thus, we only focus on the accuracy related metrics.

Many factors affect user purchase behavior and can
be leveraged to improve recommendation performance.
Time factor is considered in work [19][17]. Chen [3]
points out that user comment is another factor that
affects user purchase behavior. However, there is little
work addressing the price factor in E-commerce related
recommendation task. To the best of our knowledge,
the only related one is the exploration of price’s marginal
net utility role in E-commerce recommendation done
by Wang and Zhang [16]. Their approach focuses on
the balance between re-purchase product recommendation
and un-purchased product recommendation. It doesn’t
address the unexplored category problem. Differently,
we directly tackle the unexplored category problem in
E-commerce recommendation. We explore and embed the
two perspectives of price factor in recommendation, which
is an entirely new view of role of price.

There are abundant algorithms on leveraging side
information to boost the recommendation performance
[13][4][1][12]. Porteous et al. [13] propose a Bayesian matrix
factorization model embedding side information. Chen et
al. [4] construct feature functions in matrix factorization
process. Paterek [12] introduces regularization to embed
additional information. The above mentioned algorithms
focus on the explicit feedback, while E-commerce related
applications usually have to be centered on the implicit
feedback. There are also many implicit feedback models
by adding side information. Ahmed et al. [1] propose a
hybrid model that adds and smooths user preference across
categories. Their Bayesian approach can only embed the
price factor as a quantity. Our study shows that when
price factor is considered as user preference, it turns to be
a distribution not belonging to the exponential family. So
this perspective of the price factor is not likely to be handled
by their framework. Singh et al. propose joint matrix
factorization [15] to add additional information. We build
our model upon their approach to encode both perspectives
of the price factor.

3. ANALYSIS OF UNEXPLORED
CATEGORY AND PRICE FACTOR

In this section, we conduct some analysis of unexplored
category and price factor to address the first three research
questions we mentioned in previous section. To investigate
the problem of recommendation in unexplored categories,
it requires a dataset to contain E-commerce transaction
records. We haven’t noticed any public transaction dataset
that contains price and category information. Therefore
we collected a dataset from one of the largest E-commerce
websites in China to fullfill such requirement. On this
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lady pants(730) sports shoes(905) handbags(2, 636)

laptops(1, 030) desktops(851) appliance(1, 150)

outdoor(2, 873) beauty(49, 701) kitchen(730)

books(2, 090) health(1, 783) watches(1, 585)

Table 1: Example categories: the number in the bracket
refers to the number of products in this category

E-commerce website, there are 761 categories. Some
example categories are shown in Table 1.
We remove users that purchased products in only one

category since we don’t have ground truth for such users
in evaluation. We also remove users that purchased more
than 1, 000 unique products since these users are likely to be
retailers rather than normal customers. The filtered dataset
contains 1, 064, 865 user-product pairs of 92, 519 users and
146, 524 products spanning 44 common categories.

3.1 Unexplored Category Causes
Performance Drop (Answer to R1)

In this subsection, we address the first research question
R1: What is the impact of unexplored categories on
recommendation performance?
Figure 1 plots the distribution of users’ explored category

number. We can see that most users only shop under
one category and with the number of explored categories
increases the number of users drops dramatically. The
number of categories explored by each user is far less than
the total shopping categories on the E-commerce website
(Recall that the number is 761 on this site from which we
crawled our dataset). This indicates that recommending
products in unexplored categories is very necessary for both
customers and retailers.
Next, we check how the state-of-the-art recommendation

system [7] performs in unexplored categories. We randomly
sample 30% (user, category) pairs and keep all the shopping
records under these pairs apart as simulation data. The
remaining 70% (user, category) pairs is basic training data.
We further split the simulation data into four equal parts
for each user. We randomly select one out of the four
parts as test data, leaving the other three parts as non-test
simulation data. We conduct expriments under four training
conditions with different training data setup: 1) unexplored
- the basic training data; 2) 25%explored - the basic training
data plus one part from the non-test simulation data;
3) 50%explored - the basic training data plus two parts
from the non-test simulation data; 4) 75%explored - the
basic training data plus all three parts from the non-test
simulation data; We evaluate the performance on the top
5 predicted products. The evaluation metrics are mean
average precision (MAP), R-precision (RP) and precision
at K (p@K)1. These metrics are also used to evaluate our
own proposed method later in Section 6. The performance
is shown in Figure 2(a). We can see that the performance
in unexplored category condition drops significanly by
approximately half compared to other explored conditions.
The relative drop is 40% on MAP and 42% on p@1 between
unexplored condition and 25%explored condition. Different
explored conditions have similar performance trend and the
performance is slightly improved if more data are provided
in the explored categories.

1http://nlp.stanford.edu/IR-book/html/htmledition/
evaluation-of-ranked-retrieval-results-1.html

Figure 1: Distribution of users’ explored category number

We can further breakdown the performance drop into
two parts: drop caused by wrong category prediction (typeI
error) and drop caused by wrong item prediction in the right
category (typeII error). We measure the impact of these
two types of errors on the recommendation performance
separately. For typeI error, we consider all items in
the groundtruth category as right answers (which means
we only focus on the category prediction error). The
result is shown in Figure 2(b). The relative performance
drop caused by typeI error is around 21.55%. For typeII
error, we only predict items in the groundtruth category
(which means we only focus on the item prediction error).
As shown in Figure 2(c), the performance in unexplored
categories drops by nearly 13.43% relatively compared to
other explored situations. Results in these two figures
indicate that both typeI error and typeII error have impact
on the recommendation performance.

The breakdown setting corresponds to the browsing
orientation while non-breakdown setting in the previous
paragraph corresponds to the shopping orientation.
Based on above results, the answer to R1 is that
unexplored categories causes significant performance drop
for recommendation.

3.2 Price Factor is both a Quantity and
a Distribution (Answer to R2)

In this subsection, we address the second research
question R2: How to represent the price factor from the
recommendation point of view?

We consider that price factor can be both a distribution
and a quantity. If we talk about products, price is a quantity.
If we talk about user preference, it is a distribution.

For products, price factor is a quantity: In this
case, price level rather than price itself is transferrable
across categories. It is meaningless to compare products
in different categories by their absolute price value. For
example, $500 is a relatively low price under category laptop
but a relatively high price under category snack though it is
the same price value. Considering that different categories
have different price intervals, one invariant measurement of
price across categories is the price level p, which is defined as
the percentage in the interval. For example, assuming that
the price interval of category laptop is [400, 2000] and that
of category snack is [0, 100], a laptop at price $500 has the
same price level p = 6.25% (= 500−400

2000−400
) as a bag of snack

at price $6.25. The value of price level ranges from 0 to 1.
For users, price factor is a distribution: For

an explored category, a user usually buys more than one
product. We gather the purchased products by their price
level and get a histogram for a user in an explored category.
As shown in Figure 3(a), each plot shows a specific user’s
price level histogram under some paticular categories. From
the price level historgram, we can say that user 20363 is
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(a) Performance drop in unexplored
categories

(b) Study of typeI error(wrong category
prediction)

(c) Study of typeII error(wrong item
prediction)

Figure 2: Comparison of unexplored and explored category situations

(a) Price distribution of shopping history for users under different categories:
x axis is price level and y axis is the probability at each level.

(b) Coherence of price factor across
categories for users

Figure 3: Price distribution under a category and between categories

likely to buy a nestcage at price level 0.3 but he may also
buy a nestcage at price level 0.5. This means that for
users, price is a distribution rather than a quantity. We
could form the user’s purchase behavior as a sample from
an underlying price distribution, which is actually the user’s
price preference. As shown in Figure 3(a), from user to user
and from category to category, the distribution changes in
skewness, kurtosis and number of peaks. So it is difficult
to describe it by a particular family of distribution such as
exponential family.
Based on the above analysis, the answer to R2 is that

the price factor should be represented as quantity or
distribution or both depending on what perspective we take
for recommendation.

3.3 Price Factor across Categories is Subtle
(Answer to R3)

In this subsection, we address the third research question
R3: what does price factor across categories mean to
recommendation?
We first study whether a user will prefer low price

products in an unexplored category if he prefers low-price
products in the explored categories. We call this coherence
issue and measure it by the distance between price
distribution under different categories. A user’s price
preference is coherent if the price distribution under different
categories is similar. For each user, we calculate χ2

distance of price preference between all pairs of explored
categories. For each user, we record the mininum, medium
and maximum of all the pairwise χ2 distances. We plot the
histogram of these three values on all users in Figure 3(b).
Majority users have very small value on minimum distance
(80% users have the minimum distance less than 0.1) and
very large value on maximum distance (40% users have the
maximum distance larger than 0.9). The medium distance
has a near uniform distribution on all users. The distribution

of these three values indicates that for most users, price
preference under different categories is not coherent. It is a
subtle factor that needs to be carefully modeled. To make
it easier to understand, we also map the two typical user
examples we discussed earlier in Figure 3(a) to Figure 3(b).
The distances between categories for user 111 and 20363 lie
on the two ends of the distance value axis.

Based on above analysis, the answer to R3 is that user
bahavior with respect to price factor across categories
is really subtle and needs appropriate modeling for
recommendation.

4. ENCODING THE TWO PERSPECTIVES
OF PRICE FACTOR

As discussed in the last section, the price factor has the
potential to help the recommendation system in unexplored
category setting. However, the user behavior with respect
to price factor across categories is subtle and should be
carefully modeled. Before moving on to the modeling part,
we need to design suitable representations of price factor
from the two different perspectives. Recall that in the
last section we show that price factor is a quantity from
a product perspective, but it becomes a distribution from
a user perspective. In this section we will encode both
perspectives into matrix forms, namely product-price matrix
IP and user-price matrix UP. In IP matrix, each row
corresponds to a product and in UP matrix, each row
corresponds to a user. Please note that the meaning of
columns in these two matrices are totally different, reflecting
the two different perspectives of the price factor.

4.1 Price as Quantity: Columns in IP
It is straightforward that price is a quantity attribute for a

product. So we focus on how to encode it to columns in IP.
We discretize the price quantity into bins and encode which
bin it appears for each product. For each product, we get
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Figure 4: IP matrix: for each row, within one category Cc,
there is at most one element that is 1 since each product
belongs to only one bin of price level in a category

Figure 5: UP matrix: for each row, within one category
Cc, there is at most one element that is 1 since each user is
assigned to only one typical price preference in one category

a binary vector on bins. To be specific, we slice price level
equally to 5 bins pj , j ∈ {1, · · · , 5} between 0 and 1. Directly
aligning these vectors together loses category information.
To preserve category information, we align products from
the same category together. In the IP matrix, from left to
right are price levels grouped by categories. In each category,
there are five columns corresponding to five bins of price
level. Thus each column is described by a pair (c, pj) of the
category c and the bin pj of price level as shown in Figure 4.
Each row has only one nonzero element since the price level
falls into one and only one bin and each product belongs to
one and only one category.

4.2 Price as Distribution: Columns in UP
We denote the price distribution as (c, p̂) under category

c of a user. The good property of this perspective is that
we can directly compare two users’ price preference, e.g.
whether they are similar, what is the typical price perference
pattern, etc. To use this property, we cluster to find out
typical price patterns (c, p̂)(t) for each category among all
users using affinity propagation [6]. Then we assign each
(c, p̂) with its nearest typical pattern ID. In the UP matrix,
each column corresponds to a typical pattern and columns
are grouped by categories as shown in Figure 5.

5. EMBEDDING TWO PERSEPECTIVES
OF PRICE FACTOR IN TWO
SHOPPING ORIENTATIONS

According to work [2], there are two shopping orientations
for a user: buying and browsing. We notice that
the unexplored category setting exists in both shopping
orientations. This is another evidence that justifies the
business value of solving the problem of recommendation
in unexplored categories. In the browsing orientation,
we recommend unexplored categories for users (Category
Recommendation - CR problem) to extend the coverage of
their browsing activities. In this stage, price as distribution
perspective helps. Once the user browses a recommended

u the index of a user
i the index of a product
c the index of a category

C the category vector. Cexplored
u is the

vector of explored categories for the user
u. Cunexplored

u is the vector of unexplored
categories for the user u.

UI the user-product matrix. The element
UIui is a binary value indicating whether
the user u has purchased the product i.

UC the user-category matrix. The element
UCuc is a binary value indicating whether
the user u has purchase history under
category c.

UP, IP user-price and product-price matrix

CF(∗) The confidence matrix corresponding to
matrix ∗, which can be UC,UI,UP, IP.

Table 2: Notations

unexplored category, products under the selected category
will then be recommended for users (Category Item
Recommendatoin - CIR problem). In this stage, price
as quantity perspective helps. In the buying orientation,
we recommend products in unexplored categories directly,
without any need of category designation to generate
revenue (Unexplored Category Item Recommendation -
UCIR problem). Both price as distribution and as quantity
perspectives come to help in this orientation. The CR
problem and the CIR problem can be considered as a two
stage decomposition of the UCIR problem, but they aim at
different shopping orientations of users.

5.1 Problem Formulation
To describe the formal definitions of these problems,

we first introduce notations in Table 2. Please note
that we use “product” and “item” interchangeably in
this paper. As pointed out in work [7], the purchase
history of a user is implicit feedback rather than explicit
feedback, so our problem formalization is built upon the
implicit feedback formazlization. When handling implicit

data, a confidence level CF
(UI)
ui is associated with each

user-product. Combining the confidence level with the
classical matrix factorization, we get the following problem
formalization:

min
X∗,Y∗

||CF(UI) ⊙ (UI−X⊤ Y)||2F + λ(||X||2F + ||Y||2F ) (1)

where || · ||F means Frobenius norm, ⊙ is the element-wise
product operation, X is user latent factor matrix and Y is
product latent factor matrix. The λ(||X||2F + ||Y||2F ) term
is necessary for regularizing the model such that it will not
overfit the training data. X and Y have the same number
of rows (latent factor number). When predicting product
i for user u, we take inner product of Xu and Yi. In this
formalization, the purchase behavior is interpreted by two
independent latent factors: user and product.

In our investigation, we exploit price factor to tackle
the problem of recommendation in unexplored categories.
The two different perspectives of price factor introduced in
section 3 are encoded in UP and IP matrices as described
in section 4. UP matrix describes the user price preference
under a certain category while IP matrix describes the
product’s price level.
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The CR problem (recommending unexplored
categories): Given the user-category matrix UC which
captures the category purchase history, the system
recommends categories from Cunexplored

u to user u.
For the CR problem, we introduce user-price matrix UP

(where price is a distribution) in addition to user-category
matrix UC. We interpret UP by latent user factor X and
latent price factor M. We interpret UC by latent user factor
X and latent category factor C. The latent user factor X is
shared by UC and UP. Writing the above formalization in
the matrix factorization style, we get:

min
X∗,Y∗,M∗

(1− α)||CF(UC) ⊙ (UC−X⊤ C)||2F+

α||CF(UP ) ⊙ (UP−X⊤ M)||2F+

λ(||X||2F + (1− α)||C||2F + α||M||2F )

(2)

where the parameter α is used to adjust the influence of UC
and UP on the shared user latent factor X.

5.1.2 CIR Problem with Price as Quantity
CIR problem (recommending products in a given

unexplored category): Given the purchase history UI,
category c from Cunexplored

u , the system recommends
products within category c.
For the CIR problem, we introduce product-price matrix

IP (where price is a quantity) in addition to user-product
matrix UI under a specific category. We interpret IP by
latent product factor Y and latent price factor N. We
interpret UI by latent user factor X and latent product
factor Y. The latent product factor Y is shared by UI and
IP. We form the CIR problem in the matrix factorization
style:

min
X∗,Y∗,N∗

(1− α)||CF(UI) ⊙ (UI−X⊤Y)||2F+

α||CF(IP ) ⊙ (IP−Y⊤N)||2F+

λ(||Y||2F + (1− α)||X||2F + α||N||2F )

(3)

where the parameter α is used to adjust the influence of UI
and IP on the shared product latent factor Y.

5.1.3 UCIR Problem with Price as both Distribution
and Quantity

UCIR problem (recommending products in unexplored
categories): Given the user-product matrix UI which
captures user product purchase history, the system
recommends products from unexplored categories Cunexplored

u

to the user u.
For the UCIR problem, we introduce both user-price

matrix UP (where price is a distribution) and product-price
matrix IP (where price is a quantity). We interpret UP by
two independent latent factors: user X and category price
M. Similarly, IP can be interpreted by two independent
latent factors: productY and product price N. Note that
in this interpretation, user latent factor X is shared by UI
and UP while product latent factor Y is shared by UI and
IP. We form the UCIR problem in the matrix factorization
style:

min
X∗,Y∗,M∗,N∗

(1− α− β)||CF(UI) ⊙ (UI−X⊤Y)||2F+

α||CF(UP ) ⊙ (UP−X⊤M)||2F + β||CF(IP ) ⊙ (IP−Y⊤N)||2F
+ λ((1− β)||X||2F + (1− α)||Y||2F + α||M||2F + β||N||2F )

(4)

where parameters α and β are used to adjust the influence
of UP and IP on latent user factor X and latent product
factor Y respectively.

5.2 Solution
We extend the alternating-least-squares (ALS) algorithm

in work [7] to optimize the CR problem, the CIR problem
and the UCIR problem. We start from solving the relatively
simple CR problem, then the CIR problem and finally the
most complex UCIR problem.

5.2.1 CR Problem Solution - Price as Distribution
In the CR problem, we need to solve three latent factors:

user latent factor X, category latent factor C and price
latent factor M. Observing that when X is fixed, the cost
function becomes quadratic, so its global minimum can be
readily computed and category latent factor C and price
factor M are fixed. Similarly, when C and M are fixed, X
can be readily computed.

Xu = ((1− α)C (D ◦ (CF(UC)⊤)u)C
⊤+

αM (D ◦ (CF(UP )⊤)u)M
⊤ + λI)−1

((1− α)C (D ◦ (CF(UC)⊤)u) (UC⊤)u+

αM (D ◦ (CF(UP )⊤)u) (UP⊤)u)

(5)

In the above equation, D ◦ vec is the operation of forming a
diagonal matrix with vector vec on its diagonal.

Alternatively, the expressions for category latent factor
Cc and price latent factor Mj are:

Cc = (X (D ◦CF
(UC)
c )X⊤ + λI)−1XCF

(UC)
c UCc

Mj = (X (D ◦CF
(UP )
j )X⊤ + λI)−1XCF

(UP )
j UPj

(6)

The objective function is optimized by applying
Equation (5) and Equation (6) iteratively.

To generate a top-N category list for each user u, we
assume that the user’s candidate category set (categories
that have no purchase records) as Cunexplored

u , and for each
candidate c in Cunexplored

u , we calculate a prediction score
PDuc by equation (7). We then rank categories according to
the prediction scores and recommend the top-N categoires
to the user:

PDuc = (Xu)
⊤ Cc (7)

where Xu and Cc are user latent factor and category latent
factor respectively, which are calculated as described in
equation (5) and (6).

5.2.2 CIR Problem Solution - Price as Quantity
In the CIR problem, we need to solve three latent factors:

user latent factorX, product latent factorY and price latent
factor N. Similar to the CR problem, we optimize the
objective function iteratively by alternating between (user
latent factor X, price latent factor N) pair and product
latent factor Y.

Yi = ((1− α)X (D ◦CF
(UI)
i )X⊤+

αN (D ◦ (CF(IP )⊤)i)N
⊤ + λI)−1

((1− α)X (D ◦CF
(UI)
i )UIi + αN (D ◦ (CF(IP )⊤)i) (IP

⊤)i)

Xu = (Y (D ◦ (CF(UI)⊤)u)Y
⊤ + λI)−1

Y (D ◦ (CF(UI)⊤)u)(UI⊤)u

Nk = (Y (D ◦CF
(IP )
k )Y⊤ + λI)−1Y (D ◦CF

(IP )
k )IPk

To generate a top-N product list for each user u, we assume
that the user’s candidate product set (products under the

5.1.1 CR Problem with Price as Distribution
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given category) as ϕu, and for each candidate product i in
ϕu, we calculate a prediction score PDui by equation (8).
Then we rank products according to the prediction scores
and recommend the top-N products to the user:

PDui = (Xu)
⊤Yi (8)

where Xu and Yi are user latent factor and product latent
factor respectively, which are calculated as described in
above formulas.

5.2.3 UCIR Problem Solution - Price as both
Distribution and Quantity

In the UCIR problem, the situation is a little bit more
complex: we need to solve four latent factors. They are user
latent factor X, product latent factor Y, user price latent
factor M and product price latent factor N. After careful
arrangement, we can alternate between X, N and Y, M.
As shown in equation (9),(10), the updates of X, N rely on
the value of Y, M and vice versa.

Xu =
1

1− β
((1− α− β)Y (D ◦ (CF(UI)⊤)u)Y

⊤+

αM (D ◦ (CF(UP )⊤)u)M
⊤ + λI)−1

((1− α− β)Y (D ◦ (CF(UI)⊤)u) (UI⊤)u+

αM (D ◦ (CF(UP )⊤)u) (UP⊤)u)

Nk = (Y (D ◦CF
(IP )
k )Y⊤ + λI)−1Y CF

(IP )
k IPk

(9)

Yi =
1

1− α
((1− α− β)X (D ◦CF

(UI)
i )X⊤+

β N(D ◦ (CF(IP )⊤)i)N
⊤ + λI)−1

((1− α− β)X (D ◦CF
(UI)
i )UIi+

αN (D ◦ (CF(IP )⊤)i) (IP
⊤)i)

Mj = (X (D ◦CF
(UP )
j )X⊤ + λI)−1XCF

(UP )
j UPj

(10)

To generate a top-N product list for each user u, we assume
that the user’s candidate product set (products under all
unexplored categories) is ϕ′

u, and for each candidate product
i in ϕ′

u, we calculate a prediction scorePDui by equation (8).

6. EXPERIMENT (ANSWER TO R4)
In this section, we present experiments on product

recommendation in unexplored categories. Section 6.1
and 6.2 introduce the experiment setting and baselines.
Section 6.3, 6.4 and 6.5 study the performance improvement
by adding price as distribution, price as quantity, and
price as both distribution and quantity, respectively in two
shopping orientations.

6.1 Experiment Setting
To split data into train set and test set, we

group (u, i) pairs by category c into (u, groupc) =
{(u, i1), ...(u, in)}i1,...,in∈c since our task is product
recommendation in unexplored categories. We sample 70%
for training and 30% for test on (u, groupc). For user-price
matrix UP, we get 2, 514 typical price patterns for all
categories, so UP’s perspective dimension (column number)
is 2, 514. For product-price matrix IP, we have 5 bins of
price level for each category, so IP’s perspective dimension
(column number) is 44× 5 = 220.
In our implementation, the lower and upper bounds of

price interval for each category are 10% and 90% quantiles
of the price distribution respectively. Including products of
extremely low or high price into the price interval reduces

the meaningful interval of price level, therefore making price
level less discriminative. For products with price lower than
10% quantiles, their price level p is set to 0. Similarly, for
products with price higher than 90% quantile, their price
level p is set to 1.

6.2 Baselines
We compare our method to two baselines: collaborative

filtering for implicit feedback (WRMF) [7] and collaborative
filtering with regularization (REG) [9].
WRMF: WRMF is the state of the art in product
recommendation. It does matrix factorization for implicit
feedback but doesn’t consider any side information in the
process. Comparing our model to WRMF can learn how
much price factor helps in product recommendation of
unexplored categories.
REG: We can also add price information as regularization.
We use price to measure user and item similarity. To
measure price preference similarity between users, we take
the negative of Euclidean distance between two rows in UP.
Similarily, we calculate item similarity using IP. Comparing
our model to REG can show the superiority of our price
encoding method. The regularization parameter λN is tuned
to its best performance among 1, 50, 500. We add user
similarity in the CR problem and item similarity in the CIR
problem. For the UCIR problem, we add both user and item
similarity.

There are other models [1] which can embed side
information. But it is not likely to add the price as
distribution perspective into their bayesian style approach
since the distribution does not belong to exponential family
as shown in Section 3.2. So we don’t consider them here.

6.3 Category Recommendation with
Price as Distribution

In this experiment, we recommend unexplored categories
(CR problem). Both the training data and the test data
are user-category pairs. Our method, price as distribution
(PaD), achieves its best performance when α = 0.7.
We see that our method achieves better performance in
Figure 6(a) on all metrics. On MAP metric, it improves
WRMF and REG baselines by 54.78% and 45.90% relatively.
The improvement is significant according to t-test with
significance level p = 0.005 for both WRMF and REG.
Compared to WRMF, it shows that price as distribution
perspective does help in unexplored category situation.
Compared to REG, it shows that the appropriate encoding
of price as distribution perspective does play a significant
role in the performance boost. Our method achieves 0.228
on p@1 metric, which means that for the top recommended
category, users have more than 1/5 chance to make purchase
in it.

We further study the impact of price as distribution
perspective (UP matrix) in our method on category
recommendation. The impact is controlled by the paramter
α in Equation (2), which ranges from 0 to 1. When α is 0,
the contribution from matrix UP is zero. This degenerates
to WRMF baseline, which uses no price information at all.
When α is 1, the contribution from UC matrix is zero.
That is, we only use UP matrix to train the user latent
factor for prediction. As shown in Figure 6(d), our method
consistently improves when α increases and reaches the best
performance when α is 0.7, which means that theUPmatrix
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(a) Comparison of WRMF, REG and
our PaD for CR problem

(b) Overall comparison of WRMF, REG
and our PaQ for CIR problem

(c) Comparison of WRMF, REG and
our PaDQ for UCIR problem

(d) Impact of α on CR problem (e) Distribution of best tuned α in
categories on CIR problem

(f) Impact of α and β on UCIR problem

Figure 6: Comparison of our methods((a)-(c)) to baselines and study on the impact of price ((d)-(f)) in three problems: The
number in brackets is the parameter λ of REG, α of PaD, α of PaQ, α, β of PaDQ

plays an improtant role. The consistent improvement also
shows that our method is insensitive to parameter α in
interval [0.2, 0.9].
From Figure 6(d), we make another comparison between

α = 0 and α = 1. α = 0 means that we only use the UC
matrix while α = 1 means that we only use the UP matrix.
Suprisingly, merely using UP matrix outperforms merely
using UC matrix by 8.9% relatively. We think the reason
is that first of all, the UP matrix (price as distribution
perspective) also contains the category information and is
actually a refinement of UC matrix. Secondly, merely
recording the explored categories of a user is too rough to
capture user preference.

6.4 Product Recommendation under Given
Category with Price as Quantity

In this experiment, we recommend products in the given
unexplored category (CIR problem). Both the training data
and the test data are user-product pairs. As shown in
Figure 6(b), our method, price as quantity (PaQ), improves
WRMF and REG baselines by 15.95% and 26.14% relatively.
The improvement is significant according to t-test with
significance level p = 0.005 for both WRMF and REG.
The performance is separately tuned to the best on each
category. This is feasible in real applications since the
category is fixed in the CIR problem. In our PaQ method,
the decomposition of UI matrix and IP matrix shares the
same product latent factor. The improvement shows that
price as a quantity perspective does help to achieve better
product latent factor in decomposition. The overall result
achieves 0.155 on MAP metric and 0.187 on p@1 metric,
which means that for the top recommended novel product,
users have nearly 1/6 chance to buy it.
We also sort categories by their improvement ratio as

shown in Figure 7. In category “memory card/U disk”,
PaQ achieves 11.13% relative performance improvement. In

category “tourist ticket collection”, PaQ achieves 53.08%
relative improvement. In category “MP3/MP4/iPod”, PaQ
gets a neglectable relative improvement of 0.32%. Analysis
shows that the number of items under this category is
relatively small (897) and the baseline already reaches a
good performance at 0.66 on MAP. There is only one
category whose performance drops when price information
is added. It is the category “mobile phone accessories” and
the performance slightly drops by 2.5% relatively. Further
analysis shows that most products in this category are very
cheap and people consider factors such as design more than
price in purchase. Based on the experimental results, it is
verified that price as quantity perspective helps a lot in most
categories. We also study the distribution of best tuned α
on categories. As shown in Figure 6(e), for most categories
α is tuned to 0.9, indicating a large impact from price as
quantity perspective.

6.5 Product Recommendation with Price as
both Distribution and Quantity

In this experiment, we recommend items in unexplored
categories (UCIR problem). Both the training data and test
data are user-product pairs. Compared to the CIR problem,
this problem is more difficult since it has to determine
both the category and the product for recommendation
simultaneously. We compare our method, price as both
distribution and quantity (PaDQ), to both WRMF and
REG baselines. As shown in Figure 6(c), PaDQ achieves
better performance than WRMF and REG by 27.59% and
13.85% relatively. The best performance is reached when
α and β are set to 0.2 and 0.1 respectively, indicating that
both perspectives of price contribute to the performance.
The improvement is significant according to t-test with
significance level p = 0.001 for WRMF and p = 0.05 for
REG.
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Figure 7: Improvement ratio of PaQ over WRMF is shown by category

Figure 8: UCIR problem: performance on coherent and
incoherent test data

We analyze the impact of α and β on the performance.
Figure 6(f) is a contour map of performance on parameter α
and β in Equation (4). The elements on the top right side of
diagonal is 0 because the sum of α and β shoud be smaller
than 1. Performance consistently improves when both α
and β increases. Our method is insensitive to these two
parameters once they enter the region: α + β ≤ 0.9, α ∈
[0.2, 0.7], β ∈ [0.1, 0.6]. But if we only increase a single
parameter, either α or β, the performance boost is not so
significant. This indicates that both “price as distribution”
perspective and “price as quantity” perpective need to be
considered in order to achieve best performance boost.

7. DISCUSSION
In this section, we discuss the connection of the R4’s

answer to R1, R2, and R3. As shown in Figure 3(b) in
Section 3, the price preference of users varies among different
categories. Therefore, we conduct some detailed analysis
of prediction performance with respect to the distance of
price preference from the unexplored category to explored
categories. If the distance is smaller than 0.3, we categorize
such test data as coherent type. And other test data are
categorized as incoherent type.
We compare our method (PaDQ) to WRMF and REG on

these two types of test separately. As shown in Figure 8,
our algorithm improves on both types of test consistently.
The performance on coherent type of test is higher than that
on incoherent type, because incoherent type of test is more
difficult to predict. But the absolute performance boost on
the incoherent type of test is greater. The best parameter
settings are different for the two types. PaDQ is tuned to
α = 0.2 and β = 0.1 on coherent type of test while it is
tuned to α = 0.6 and β = 0.3 on incoherent type of test.
Larger value for α and β indicates that price does provide
greater help on the incoherent (more difficult) type of test.
We also conduct case study on these two types. Figure 10

shows the recommendation performance for two typical
users, 111 and 20363. These two users are previously

Figure 9: Price comes to help in unexplored category
product recommendation

studied in Figure 3 in Section 3. The graph area shows
the groundtruth price distribution of products that the user
purchased in this category. The table shows the MAP value
of three methods and the top 5 predicted items.

In the coherent type of test case study, we observe
that although all the three methods have at least 1 good
prediction (right item or right category) in top 5, PaDQ
achieves more good predictions than the other two and one
of the good prediction is right at top1. In the graph area,
we observe that item F and item H are not only in the right
category, but also in the appropriate price interval based on
user 111’s price preference. In the incoherent type of test
case study, we observe that all the top 5 predicions from
WRMF are totally wrong (neither right category nor right
item). REG method gets one prediction in right category
but none in right item. Futhermore, item O is not in
the appropriate price interval based on user 20363’s price
preference. PaDQ gets 4 out of 5 predictions right. Item S,
T, U and V are all in the appropriate price interval based on
user 20363’s price preference. The above case studies present
concrete examples of the performance boost: items predicted
by PaDQ are more likely to be in the right category and at
the right price level.

Figure 2(a) in section 3 has shown the performance gap
between recommendation in explored categories and that in
unexplored categories. How well does the proposed PaDQ
method shorten this gap? We can see from Figure 9 that it
shortens the performance gap between unexplored condition
and 25%explored condition by relatively 43% on MAP and
51% on p@1. Price does come to help!

The unexplored category problem has novelty as its
natural property but is not necessarily a cold-start problem
[14][11][18]. To be specific, an unexplored category for
user A can be an explored category for user B. On a
mature website, this is the general case. It becomes a
cold-start problem only when the target category has not
been explored by any user. This appears only when a brand
new category is added to the site.
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(a) coherent type: user 111 in the test category nestcage (b) incoherent type: user 20363 in the test category wallet

Figure 10: Case Study of performance on coherent and incoherent test data. The graph area shows the groundtruth price
distribution and the table shows top 5 items predicted by three methods. � means wrong item in wrong category, � means
wrong item in the right category, • means right item in the right category. The alphabet before colon is the item ID. We
align both � and • items to the corresponding price level in the graph area. � items are not shown since they are not in the
ground truth category.

8. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we investigate the challenge problem of

product recommendation in unexplored categories. For
a user, an unexplored category is defined as a category
that the user has no purchase history. Developing
a good recommendation system in unexlored categories
is beneficial to both consumers and retailers and can
produce great business value. We conduct a series of
progressive experiments and analysis on a dataset collected
from a leading E-commerce website. We find out that
unexplored category causes significant performance drop
for state-of-the-art recommendation systems. Price can be
a factor tranferrable across categories, and therefore can
be helpful for recommendation in unexplored categories.
We consider two perspectives of the price factor: price
as a quantity for a product and price as a distribution
for a user. Based on the observation that user behavior
with respect to price factor across categories is subtle
and needs to be carefully modeled, we propose a new
method encoding both perspectives of price factor for both
shopping orientations. Our experimental results show that
encoding price as distribution helps to improve unexplored
category recommendation precision and encoding price
as quantity helps to improve product recommendation
precision in a given unexplored category. Our proposed
method PaDQ which encodes the two perspectives of price
factor significantly boost the recommendation performance
in unexplored categories. It shortens the performance gap
by 43% relatively. In the future, we plan to investigate more
factors that can be used to transfer user preference across
categories.
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